Dear (Contact First Name),

It's time for WE women to Salon again.

This Sunday for WE Connection
Sept 8, 3:00 pm at OMNI

Salon is an informal conversation among friends, and Susan McBay hosts this month. Hope you'll join us for the visit.

Big problem
Little Girl Killed. Who Cares?

Pakistan has a problem, but it's not just them. It happens all over.

Child sexual abuse most often happens to girl children. Studies of thousands of men asked why they raped. The answer won't surprise you.

http://www.ipsnews.net/2013/10/little-girls-killed-who-cares/

Women & War

Women Acting in New Directions - WAND

For women, the impact of modern warfare is devastatingly similar across all conflicts. Yet, within these same conflicts women are also emerging as critical actors of peace, mobilizing communities across religious and ethnic divides, and using their social roles and networks to mitigate violence and mediate peace.

On July 24, WAND hosted a webinar called "The Essential Role of Women in Building Peace and Security." This webinar highlighted the
importance of promoting the role of women as agents of change in political life, conflict prevention, and peace-building. 

Listen to the Webinar here